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In the highly social life of humans, rewards that are sought and experienced
are intertwined with social relationships and interactions between people. Just
as we value nonsocial rewards such as food or money, we also value social
outcomes (e.g., praise from a superior). We use social information to evaluate
and form expectations of others and to make decisions involving others. Here we
review research demonstrating how the neural circuitry of reward, particularly the
striatum, is also involved in processing social information and making decisions in
social situations. This research provides an understanding of the neural basis for
social behavior from the perspective of how we evaluate social experiences and how
our social interactions and decisions are motivated. We review research addressing
the common neural systems underlying evaluation of social and nonsocial rewards.
The human striatum, known to play a key role in reward processing, displays
signals related to a broad spectrum of social functioning, including evaluating
social rewards, making decisions influenced by social factors, learning about social
others, cooperating, competing, and following social norms. © 2013 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Rewards shape our behavior. Out of a vast space of
possible actions, the prospect of a reward helps us

select those actions that will lead to the most and best
rewards, and motivates us to carry out those actions.
For example, the prospect of a delicious meal might
motivate someone to travel to a distant restaurant.
Rewards are not often experienced in isolation in
human society, however. We live social lives and the
rewards we seek out and experience are intertwined
with the social interactions and relationships we
have with other people. We value and seek social
outcomes, such as praise or approval from others. In
addition, our social relationships and social norms
determine how we evaluate experiences and how we
learn from them. For example, diners might enjoy a
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meal among friends more than a meal alone and team
leaders might prefer to share a prize equally among
members rather than keep it for their selves. A full
understanding of the neural computations underlying
human reward processing, therefore, must include
how we recognize and evaluate social rewards, how
our social relationships and interactions alter our
reward-seeking behavior, and how we learn from
other people.

Our understanding of the neural basis of social
rewards and behavior builds upon the rich existing
studies on basic reward processing—a literature
that has provided a perspective on social behavior
in terms of how we evaluate social experiences
and how our decisions are motivated in a social
context. Specifically, recent research efforts highlight
commonalities between neural systems underlying
social evaluation and decision making and more well-
characterized neural systems of reward processing
(e.g., Refs 1–3). A common neural structure observed
in studies involving social and nonsocial reinforcers
is the human striatum—the input unit of the basal
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ganglia and a region that, due to its heterogeneity
in terms of anatomical connectivity and involvement
in distinct, but parallel processes (e.g., affective,
cognitive, motor1,4), is in a prime position to influence
learning and decision making in a social context. Here
we review ongoing research suggesting that signals in
the human striatum are relevant to social information
processing, including the processing of social factors
that influence how we value experiences, learn from
them, and make decisions. We focus primarily on
knowledge gained from human neuroimaging research
due to the complex and somewhat unique social life
of humans.

OVERVIEW OF KEY
NEUROANATOMICAL SUBSTRATES
OF REWARD PROCESSING

Across species, a broad neural circuit involved in
reward processing has been delineated that features,
amongst other regions, midbrain dopaminergic areas,
the striatum, and ventral and medial prefrontal cortex;
for review see Ref 4. A key component of the reward
circuit, particularly in humans, is the striatum—a
likely area of convergence for affective, cognitive, and
motor information given its heterogeneity in terms
of connectivity and functionality.5,6 The connectivity
between different parts of these structures sets up cor-
ticostriatal circuits in partially segregated loops from
the striatum to cortex (via the thalamus) and back to
the striatum. These loops are posited to have distinct
functions (e.g., motor, cognitive, motivational5)
based on specific subsections that are connected. For
instance, cells in the ventromedial area of the striatum
connect in loops with ventral and medial areas of
the prefrontal cortex, while dorsolateral areas of the
striatum connect in loops with dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and motor cortex.4,5,7,8 The ventromedial
area of the striatum includes the nucleus accumbens
and the ventral and medial aspects of the caudate
head and putamen, while the dorsolateral area of the
striatum includes the dorsal and lateral areas of the
caudate head and putamen (see Figure 1). Connec-
tions between striatum and dopaminergic midbrain
sites (substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area)
also tend to differentiate between ventromedial and
dorsolateral areas of the striatum. More specifically,
midbrain to striatum connectivity can be described
as a spiraling pattern in which more medial midbrain
sites connect with ventromedial striatum and more
lateral midbrain sites connect with dorsolateral areas
of the striatum.8 The majority of these connectivity
studies utilize neuroanatomical tracing in nonhuman

FIGURE 1 | The striatum. Ventromedial areas are colored green and
dorsolateral areas are colored blue in the coronal view.

species, but structural connectivity imaging tech-
niques in humans have begun to find support for the
general organization of the corticostriatal circuitry
described here.9 Thus, the pattern of connectivity
that the striatum exhibits with cortex, midbrain, and
other subcortical areas makes it well-positioned to
integrate affective, cognitive, and motor information
in order to predict, act for, and evaluate rewards.

REWARD VALUE SIGNALS IN THE
STRIATUM

The striatum is a key neural structure involved in
reward-related processing, from recognizing and eval-
uating rewards to learning from them as to predict the
best potential reward in the future, for review see Refs
1, 10, 11. For primary (e.g., food) and secondary (e.g.,
money) rewards, striatum activity, as measured by
blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI signals,
has been observed to increase when we encounter cues
that predict a likely reward (e.g., a bell rung before
mealtime12,13) and when we obtain a reward outcome
(e.g., receive and consume the meal14). These changes
in striatum BOLD activity coincide with the process of
learning how to predict rewards15,16—an observation
supported by electrophysiological properties of its
dopaminergic afferents.

In a seminal experiment, Schultz et al.17

recorded from midbrain dopaminergic neurons while
nonhuman primates received liquid rewards. They
observed (1) increases in dopamine firing with
unexpected deliveries of the reward (a better
than expected outcome); (2) increases in dopamine
response to cues that predicted the juice reward
(the earliest predictor of a reward) rather than to
the reward itself over time; and (3) a decrease
in firing when a predicted reward was omitted (a
worse than expected outcome). This pattern of neural
responses is often referred to as a reward prediction
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error (RPE) signal as it allows an organism to
calculate the difference between what was predicted
and what is received in order to adjust future
expectations and behaviors. The dopamine RPE has
provided a potential neurophysiological explanation
for computational models describing how individuals
learn from reward outcomes.18,19 Other influential
accounts of dopamine function also highlight that
dopamine firing to reward cues can reflect the incentive
salience of the cue20 and can in some cases reflect the
treatment of the cue as a reward in itself.21 In humans,
while the RPE has been seen to activate midbrain
structures,22 it has mostly been found to correlate
with BOLD signals in the striatum, particularly the
ventral striatum during passive learning23 and dorsal
striatum during more instrumental learning,23,24

with greater levels of correlation between BOLD
and RPE indicating better learning and behavioral
performance.25

Interestingly, learning signals in the striatum are
present even when feedback is informative but not
explicitly rewarding (e.g., feedback that a choice was
correct or incorrect).26,27 That is, striatum learning
signals are not driven exclusively by explicit reward
but rather by the informative value of the feedback.
This idea is supported by observations in patients
with compromised basal ganglia function due to
Parkinson’s disease, who show a deficit in learning
via trial and error feedback.28 Thus, reward-related
signals in the striatum appear to be crucial for alerting
and motivating an organism to a reward opportunity,
associating predictive cues with reward outcomes, and
learning through trial and error in order to adapt
behavior to attain rewards in the future.1,10,11

A concurrent idea relating to the brain’s reward
system is that a ‘value’ network is poised to integrate
different factors (e.g., magnitude, delay, individual
preferences) into a single subjective value signal that
allows people to compare different rewards such as
money, foods, and consumer products.29,30 That is,
the striatum (along with other components of the
reward system such as ventromedial prefrontal cortex
discussed elsewhere31) signals not only the presence or
absence of a reward, but also the value of the reward.
Higher magnitude rewards elicit greater striatum
activity coincident with both reward predictive cues
as well as reward outcomes. Furthermore, reward-
related signals in the striatum increase with increasing
subjective value of the reward (i.e., the value of
a reward given a particular individual’s personal
preferences and motivational states; for review see
Ref 32). Collectively, research demonstrates a critical
role for the striatum and other regions in providing
a signal that integrates all reward information into

a subjective value computation that can be used to
compare any type of reward to any other type of
reward. These signals appear not to be modality
specific (i.e., they are evoked by primary food or
drug rewards as well as secondary monetary rewards,
and by visual as well as auditory reward cues),
which allows organisms to pursue a variety of
rewards.

STRIATAL REWARD VALUE SIGNALS
IN SOCIAL LIFE

Humans use social information to form evaluations
and expectations of other people, to modify their
evaluations of experienced and potential outcomes,
and to make decisions concerning social interactions
such as when to trust or cooperate with others.
Underlying these functions are calculations of reward
value such as the value of a social interaction outcome
(e.g., as when a student values praise from a teacher) or
the value of an outcome modified by the social context
(e.g., as when two teammates value a prize earned
by cooperation or when a meal is more enjoyable
among friends than alone). Here we review research
addressing four broad topics, (1) neural responses
to social rewards that mimic neural responses to
nonsocial rewards (e.g., food or money in a nonsocial
context), (2) neural reward-related responses that
underlie socially influenced decision making, (3)
neural reward-related responses that underlie learning
about other people and interacting with them in
cooperative or competitive ways, and (4) neural
responses associated with following and enforcing
social norms for behavior. We focus predominantly
on the striatum due to its key role in reward-related
behavior as previously outlined.

Neural Responses to Social Rewards
Social rewards broadly constitute positive experiences
(i.e., outcomes or interactions that we seek out) which
involve other people. For example, a social reward
can be a smile from an attractive person, praise from
a teacher, approval from a peer, or a friendly gesture
from a new acquaintance. The neural correlates of
social rewards have begun to be investigated in
humans using fMRI and initial findings suggest that
neural responses to social rewards exhibit similarities
with neural responses to nonsocial rewards such as
food and money. That is, striatum activity correlates
with valued social experiences in a similar manner to
nonsocial rewards. The observation of social stimuli in
general (e.g., smiling faces) increases activity in medial
prefrontal cortex33,34 and striatum in cases where the
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social stimuli have a high value (e.g., participants will
exert effort or pay to view an attractive face).35–38

Striatum activity also increases when viewing or
thinking about people with whom we hold intimate
relationships,39,40 or people that hold high compared
to low social rank.41

The evaluation of social interactions, which
may lead to increases in pleasure and impact future
decision making, also seems to involve reward-
related processing that occurs in the striatum. For
instance, when people learn that they made a
positive impression on a new acquaintance, increased
subjective feelings of emotion and striatum BOLD
signals are observed.2 Moreover, this region of
ventral and dorsal striatum responds to both positive
social feedback and monetary rewards (scaling
accordingly with magnitude for both reinforcers) but
not positive social feedback about a third party.2 The
ventral striatum also shows evidence of modulation
based on receiving positive (i.e., being told another
person likes you) compared to neutral or negative
social feedback.42,43 These findings suggest that
positive social feedback elicits neural and affective
responses similarly to monetary rewards, raising the
possibility that neural responses to social rewards
in the striatum may underlie socially influenced
behaviors.

Striatal Value Signals Underlie Socially
Influenced Judgments and Decisions
Social rewards can influence behaviors just as food
and money rewards can influence behavior. People
often conform their own judgments to the opinions of
other people, act on advice from others, and change
their behavior when they know others are watching
them. Here, we review research showing that the
underlying social context alters the way we evaluate
our options in the decision-making process, and this
influence is reflected in reward-related processing in
the striatum.

Social Conformity
We sometimes alter our own evaluations of objects
in the environment to conform to the prevailing
attitudes of other people, or popular opinion. For
example, we might like a song more if other people
like it than if other people dislike it. Related to
this phenomenon, information about other people’s
evaluations can influence striatum activity in different
ways. In general, striatum activity is greater when
we see that the popular opinion agrees rather than
disagrees with our own evaluation of an object,44,45

and is related to our current evaluation of an

object after we have seen the popular opinion.46,47

However, there is mixed evidence concerning whether
this activity in the striatum drives conformity to
popular opinion. One study observed decreases
in ventral striatum activity when participants saw
that the popular opinion differed from their own
evaluation of a picture.44 In this case, the ventral
striatum signal resembled a RPE signal that (1)
represented the distance between an outcome (i.e.,
the popular opinion) and a prediction (i.e., the
participant’s own evaluation) and (2) related to a
change in the evaluation (i.e., predicted the degree
to which participants later changed their evaluations
to agree with popular opinion). Also in support of
the idea that the striatum influences conformity to
popular opinion, ventral striatum activity increases
upon seeing a consensus among other people that a
financial risk is a good option, and greater ventral
striatum activity is related to choices that are more
heavily influenced by other people’s decisions.48

Other research shows, however, that ventral striatum
activity while viewing other people’s evaluations
is not necessarily related to social conformity45

and instead may be related to independence from
conformity.49 That is, ventral striatum activity
increased when other people with good reputations
agreed with a participants’ evaluation, but other
brain regions, including medial prefrontal cortex,
predicted changes to participants’ opinions rather
than ventral striatum.45 Striatum activity is also
increased when participants give an objectively correct
answer that disagrees with other people.49 Social
conformity, as reviewed here, may be regarded as
a process involving several steps, including forming
an evaluation, interpreting information about others’
evaluations, and updating (or not) an evaluation.
The exact neural mechanisms underlying evaluation
change due to social conformity are still to be resolved
by further research, but the existing research suggests
that the striatum plays a role in the process.

Following Advice
Social influence need not always come from a
motivation to conform to other people’s opinions.
Sometimes, other people may have advice that can
help us make better decisions. Whereas social confor-
mity involves altering our evaluations to accord with
popular opinion, following advice involves altering
our evaluations based on information from someone
who is perceived to have valuable information.
The influence of advice may come from definite
endorsement of an option by an expert, such as a
music reviewer giving a positive review for a song,50

or a more subtle association between an expert and
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an option, such as a celebrity athlete appearing to be
associated with a sports product.51 Value signals in
the striatum appear to reflect (1) how we evaluate
the advice itself (e.g., valuing an expert’s opinion),52

(2) how much the advice changes our opinion (e.g.,
valuing an option more highly after it is endorsed by
an expert),50,51 and (3) how we evaluate new informa-
tion that agrees with or conflicts with advice we have
received (e.g., valuing positive information about
an expertly endorsed stock but discounting negative
information).53 Specifically, knowing that advice is
coming from an expert rather than a novice increases
ventral striatum activity prior to actually receiving
advice.52 Once we receive expert advice, increased
activity in ventromedial and dorsomedial striatum
might either reflect the social reward experienced
by agreeing with an expert,50,52 or the higher value
placed on a decision option.50,51 For example, ventro-
medial striatum activity increases when experts agree
with our own preference for a song.50 Findings from
the same study suggest that ventromedial striatum
activity when we receive an outcome (i.e., a token to
purchase our preferred song) is related to whether we
change our own evaluation after learning the experts’
evaluation.50 Advice also influences striatal signals
related to learning about our decisions. Ventral
striatum activity shows a weaker distinction between
positive and negative outcomes of advice-based
choices compared to outcomes of choices without
advice.53 This finding suggests that positive outcomes
may be treated as more positive (i.e., better indicators
of a good choice) and negative outcomes may be
treated as less negative (i.e., more easily dismissed
as an anomalous outcome of a good choice) when
the outcome results from a choice that was advised
by another person. Much like people will stick to
a decision when they believe the odds are higher,25

people are more likely to stick with an advised choice

in the face of negative outcomes.53 While striatal
responses appear to reflect the value of advice as
well as its influence on decisions, other research
suggests that dorsomedial prefrontal cortex activity
is involved in determining the validity of advice
from a questionable source.3 Finally, ventromedial
prefrontal cortex appears to integrate information
concerning advice from others, the validity of the
advice, and the value of decision options.3,52

Altering Behavior When Others Are Watching
Even when other people provide no feedback or
interaction, the mere presence of another person
can affect how reward information is perceived and
processed in the brain, leading to influences on
reward-related behavior (e.g., peer pressure to take
risks or make a charitable donation). For example,
the experience and evaluation of an objectively
quantifiable reward such as a $2 gain on a gamble
is modified by the presence of another person.54

Specifically, when a monetary gain is shared with
a friend (compared to a stranger or a computer)
people rate the experience as more exciting, and
striatum activity is increased (see Figure 2). The
modulation of striatal responses by the presence
of others can also result in changes in behavior.
Adolescents tend to make more risky decisions
when in the presence of their peers and this
phenomenon is associated with increased ventral
striatum responses to the potential rewards of
risky decisions such as speeding through a yellow
traffic light.55 It remains unclear whether increased
striatal responses are related to increased value of
the potential positive outcomes (e.g., experiencing
greater thrills from positive outcomes in the presence
of peers) or increased expectation of a positive
outcome (e.g., greater optimism in the presence
of peers). With monetary rewards, research shows
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FIGURE 2 | Striatum response to monetary rewards is modulated by the social context. (a) In a card guessing task,14 participants are more
excited to receive monetary rewards when they are shared with a friend compared to a stranger or computer. (b) Striatum activity increases for
monetary gains compared to losses. (c) Striatum activity (from region circled in part b) to monetary gains is greater when sharing the rewards with a
friend. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 54. Copyright 2012 Society for Neuroscience)
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that ventral striatum activity can signal both
anticipated reward magnitude and probability.56,57

Interestingly, other research shows that adolescents,
like adults, display striatum responses to positive
social feedback42,43 (i.e., being liked), but also
that adolescents higher in social anxiety display
an increased striatum response to positive relative
to negative social feedback.42 It may be that
adolescents alter their behavior (i.e., take more risks)
in an effort to seek out positive social feedback.
Indeed, positive social feedback and general social
support may play an important role in regulating
behavior, and recent research suggests that striatal
responses can underlie affect-regulating effects of
social support.58 One direction for research in
this area might be to incorporate research on the
cognitive regulation of reward-related responses (see
Box 1) with manipulations of social encouragement to
understand how social support can influence neural,
affective, and behavioral responses in reward-related
behavior.

BOX 1

COGNITIVE REGULATION OF
REWARD-RELATED RESPONSES AND
CORTICOSTRIATAL INTERACTIONS

One mechanism by which social factors may
influence reward-seeking behavior is by increas-
ing cognitive regulation of reward-related
responses. That is, social support may bolster
efforts to focus on healthy eating, smoking
cessation, or other forms of self-regulation of
reward seeking.102 Neuroimaging research has
probed corticostriatal activity when people use
cognitive strategies to regulate their response
to a reward. Strategies include mentally dis-
tancing oneself from a reward, focusing on
future consequences, or focusing on an alter-
native goal. Lateral prefrontal cortex activity
increases when people use cognitive strategies
to regulate responses to food cues,103–105 smok-
ing cues,106 or monetary reward cues.107,108 This
increase in lateral prefrontal cortex activity coin-
cides with diminished activity in the striatum
(compared to the striatum response when no
cognitive strategy is employed).106–108 Increased
lateral prefrontal activity has been linked with
healthier food choices104 and decreased striatum
activity following regulation has been associ-
ated with a decrease in risk taking in mone-
tary decisions.107 One suggestion is that cog-
nitive strategies recruit lateral prefrontal activ-
ity to downregulate striatum activity, which

diminishes appetitive responses.106 Alternatively,
lateral prefrontal cortex activity may alter value
computations in ventromedial prefrontal cor-
tex, such that alternative goals (e.g., health) are
incorporated into the computation of a reward’s
value.104 Future research might explore how
these neural systems underlying self-regulation
may be influenced by social factors and whether
social support may bolster self-regulatory efforts
by influencing these neural processes.

Giving to Others
The knowledge that we are being watched can
also motivate behaviors that benefit other people
even at a cost to oneself (e.g., donate money
to a charity). In such cases, social reward (e.g.,
gaining a good reputation as a philanthropist) has
its own value that offsets the loss of other valued
resources (e.g., money). Several studies link activity
in the striatum with giving behavior, suggesting that
striatum activity signals the benefits of giving.59–63

For example, people make more charitable donations
when they believe their decisions are being watched,
and ventral striatum activity is greater when making
a donation that is watched by others compared to
an anonymous donation.59 Other research shows
that striatum activity is influenced not only by the
enhanced reputation when others witness a donation,
but other benefits of giving as well. That is, ventral and
dorsal striatum appear to signal a vicarious reward
when other parties (i.e., a charity or another person)
receive rewards, regardless of whether any enhanced
reputation can be gained.60–63 In particular, people
value seeing charities they think are important59

or people similar to themselves receive rewards.62

Interestingly, people value vicarious rewards and
exhibit increased ventral striatum activity even when
they are not responsible for the reward.61–63 However,
people are more satisfied when their own free choice
(i.e., donation) benefits a charity and they exhibit
greater ventral striatum activity compared to when
the charity benefits the same amount without the
donator’s choice.61,64 Moreover, striatal activity may
underlie difficult giving decisions, such as how to
efficiently and equitably allocate limited resources
to others.65 On the whole this area of research
shows that acts of giving can be valuable for
many reasons (e.g., reputation benefit, vicarious
reward, satisfaction of giving, efficiency, equity) and
that striatum activity integrates these sources of
value in a manner resembling the representation
of subjective value for nonsocial rewards.32 These
striatal responses provide a possible mechanism for
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humans to value actions and outcomes that do not
directly benefit themselves but that help maintain
social relationships, which are integral to individual
survival.

Striatum Value Signals Relate to Learning
About, Cooperating with, and Competing
with Other People
We learn about other people by interacting with them
directly as well as by observing others acting without
our involvement. These experiences influence the
impressions that we form of other people and inform
our decisions about how to interact with others. We
learn to appreciate others and how to effectively
cooperate and compete with others. The neural signals
underlying these types of social learning display
similarities to neural signals underlying learning
from nonsocial rewards. Here we review research
demonstrating that signals in the striatum change as
we learn about other people in a manner that allows
us to form predictions about the outcomes of our
interactions with other people.

Learning about Others
One simple way that we learn about other people is by
experiencing positive and negative interactions with
them. When we have a positive interaction with a
new acquaintance, such as receiving a compliment
or a friendly gesture, activity in ventral striatum
increases.2,66 Moreover, striatal responses transform
in a manner that reflects what we have learned to
expect from a person after repeated interaction with
them—that is, the acquisition of a reputation.67 This
pattern of striatal activity while learning from social
information resembles the reward prediction error
learning signal exhibited in the striatum while learning
from monetary or food rewards.38,66,67 For example,
ventral striatum responses to social experiences (e.g.,
receiving a friendly gesture from a person) index the
degree to which a social experience differs from what
was expected.66 That is, a friendly gesture elicits a
larger increase in ventral striatum activity when it
comes from someone who has rarely been friendly
in the past compared to someone who is usually
friendly. This signal may play a role in changing our
evaluations of others (e.g., how much we like them,
how competent we think they are)66,68,69 and even
in changing evaluations of ourselves.70 Moreover,
striatum activity increases in anticipation of a positive
social interaction after repeated interactions with one
person, suggesting that this neural signal is important
for learning to predict others’ behavior.67 The ability
to learn from and predict others’ behavior becomes

very important in two-way interactions, where we are
not just receiving information about others but also
making decisions that affect others, such as a deciding
to cooperate with another person.

Cooperating with Others
Activity in the striatum displays properties consistent
with representing the value of cooperation. People
can sometimes gain larger rewards by cooperating
with others than by acting alone. Socially interactive
economic games have provided a useful way of
operationalizing cooperation in research. In such
games, participants might choose to cooperate or not
cooperate with a partner (who is often described as
another participant in the study) and then receive
outcomes (e.g., monetary rewards) depending on
whether their partner chose to reciprocate their
cooperation or not. As with rewards such as money or
positive social feedback, ventral and dorsal striatum
activity increases when receiving rewards as a result of
reciprocated cooperation and when making a decision
to cooperate.67,71,72 Evidence suggests that striatum
activity represents more than just the outcome
gained by cooperation. That is, earning a reward
by cooperation with a partner elicits greater ventral
striatum activity compared to earning an equivalent
reward in a nonsocial context and even compared to
earning a larger reward by not cooperating at the
expense of one’s partner.71 Along with other research
on shared rewards54 (see Figure 2), this research
suggests that humans may value the experience of
cooperation over and above the objective value of
rewards yielded by cooperation.73,74 This increased
value of cooperation can be beneficial because
consistent cooperative behavior may often result in
greater long-term gains.71

Decisions to cooperate with another person
are colored by the information we have learnt
about the person thus far. Further research utilizing
cooperative economic games has shown that the prior
reputation of a partner alters striatum responses
to reciprocated or nonreciprocated cooperation and
influences decisions to cooperate or not.75–79 For
example, a first impression of a partner can bias the
way we process interactions with them.80 Once we
initially make a positive impression of someone, we are
more likely to continue cooperating with that person
even when they fail to consistently reciprocate our
cooperation. Furthermore, ventral striatum activity
does not distinguish between reciprocated versus
nonreciprocated cooperation to the same degree when
we have a prior (good or bad) first impression of the
partner compared to when we have a neutral first
impression of the partner.78 This finding parallels the
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effect of advice on outcomes of risk decisions53 and
suggests that biases introduced by social information
can affect our experience of outcomes and the way
we learn from them. Further research has specifically
examined how prior social information (i.e., a good
or bad first impression) influences neural activity
related to learning about others through positive and
negative interactions.77 This research suggests that,
whereas striatal responses correlate with learning to
trust a new partner with no prior knowledge, lateral
prefrontal cortex may bring declarative knowledge
to bear on further decisions to cooperate with the
partner, similarly to the manner in which declarative
knowledge is brought to bear on nonsocial reward
learning.81 Future research on this topic promises
further insight into how we evaluate other people and
shape our interactions with them.

Competing with Others
Whereas cooperation can often yield increased
rewards, humans still value the experience of
outperforming others and having higher status than
others. Research has suggested that reward signals
in the striatum are sensitive to comparisons of our
own reward outcomes and status with the outcomes
and status of other people. Even when our own
outcomes do not depend on other people, we prefer
when our own outcomes are better than someone
else’s and we make decisions to try to gain better
outcomes than someone else.82,83 Ventral striatum
activity is greater when we gain a larger reward than
someone else or even lose less than someone else.82–84

These socially comparative reward responses influence
our behavior, even when our own outcomes do
not depend on others’ actions. For example, people
who show a larger ventral striatal increase for
outperforming another person will take more risks
to outperform someone else.83 Evidence suggests that
ventral striatal responses to reward outcomes are
comparable regardless of whether the competitor is
a close friend or a stranger, and indeed we are as
competitive (or more) with friend as with a stranger.85

Sensitivity of striatal activity to social comparison may
serve a purpose to increase or maintain social status.
Consistent with a role in tracking social status, ventral
striatal activity is modulated by the relative ranking of
social others, especially in an unstable hierarchy.41,86

In addition to comparing our own outcomes with
others’ outcomes, we also prefer for our groups to
do better than other groups. That is, sports fans
experience greater positive emotions and increased
ventral striatum activity when seeing their favorite
team do well or their rival team do poorly in reference
to a neutral team.87 Ventral striatum responses are

also involved in decisions where we are in direct
competition with someone else, as in the case of
bidding for an item in an auction. That is, the social
competition inherent in an auction drives overbidding
and is related to striatal value computations for
winning and losing an auction.88,89 Additionally,
ventral striatum and medial prefrontal cortex signals
encode information learned about strategic actions of
competitors.72,88,90 These findings suggest an integral
role for the striatum in engaging in and learning from
competitive interactions.

Striatum Value Signals Associated with
Following and Enforcing Social Norms
Social norms specify what patterns of behavior
are expected or acceptable in social interactions.
Increasing evidence demonstrates that striatal signals
underlying reward valuation and decision making
incorporate commonly accepted social norms, in
a manner consistent with motivating behavior in
ourselves as well as others that abides by social
norms. One commonly accepted social norm is
that people should act in ways that promote
fairness. In research, fairness has been operationalized
as the relatively equal distribution of monetary
rewards. Whereas increased responses in insular
cortex have been associated with perceived unfairness
of monetary outcomes,91 a growing literature suggests
that striatum responses reflect the positive value of
fair outcomes.73,92,93 For example, in an economic
exchange game termed the ultimatum game, a player
decides whether to accept a monetary amount from
a second player who has been given a conditional
monetary endowment. If the first player accepts the
offer, both players receive money according to the
second player’s offer. If the first player rejects the
offer then neither player gets any money. Fair offers
are close to a 50/50 split of the endowment between
the two players; unfair offers occur when the second
player attempts to keep most of the endowment and
offers little to the first player. Research shows that the
first player experiences increased positive emotion and
ventral striatum and medial prefrontal cortex activity
when receiving fair offers from the second player,
independently of the material outcome.93 Ventral
striatum and medial prefrontal cortex show a similar
response to outcomes that restore equality amongst
partners even when they are not directly interacting.92

One perspective on social norms is that
they provide expectations about what should
happen. Consistent with the human ventral striatum
association with RPE, ventral striatum and medial
prefrontal cortex responses to ultimatum game
offers correlate with the difference between social
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expectations and actual outcomes, even when
expectations of fairness are altered by repeated
experiences.94 Striatum responses appear more closely
related to the fairness of others’ actions than the
fairness of our own actions toward others. Ventral
striatum activity, as well as medial prefrontal cortex,
increases when people decide to unfairly keep a
monetary endowment instead of share it with a partner
(i.e., keep more than the partner expects according to
social norms).95 Furthermore, people who are less
troubled by the guilt of acting unfairly toward others
exhibit greater ventral striatum activity, suggesting
that ventral striatum activity during one’s own unfair
actions is more tightly linked to the material reward
than the social consequences.

One way that social norms are enforced is
through punishment to norm violators. The striatum
displays signals that are related to making a decision
to punish someone for acting unfairly,96,97 as well
as related to observing a punishment meted out to
someone who has acted unfairly.98 Increased dorsal
striatum activity is associated with a decision to punish
a partner who has acted unfairly, even when we
must incur a cost to punish the partner.96,97 One
idea is that people experience a positive feeling, or
schadenfreude, upon seeing a norm violator receive
a deserved misfortune. This feeling can occur even
when the misfortune is not a direct punishment for
the norm violation. For example, when someone acts
uncooperatively with us we might later feel joy if
that person bumps their head in a doorway. In
certain conditions, ventral striatum activity appears
related to seeing others receive a deserved misfortune.
That is, in male participants, ventral striatum activity
increases when passively seeing partner, who has
previously acted unfairly, incur pain.98 Furthermore,
the level of ventral striatum activation is related to
male participants’ desire for revenge against the unfair

partner.98 Interestingly, decisions to punish a partner’s
unfairness (e.g., refuse an unfair ultimatum game
offer) can be considered disadvantageous in cases
where there is no further interaction with the partner.
Indeed, decisions to punish unfairness at a personal
cost are associated with impulsivity,99 and serotonin
appears to play an important role in regulating striatal
responses that influence punishment decisions.97

These findings suggest complex relationships between
expectations, outcomes, and emotions as well as
interactions between striatum, medial prefrontal
cortex, and insula, which are explored in ongoing
research (Box 1).100,101

CONCLUSION

Research reviewed here highlights signals in the
striatum that appear to play a role in social behavior
and display properties that enable humans to evaluate
and learn from both nonsocial and social experiences.
Signals in the striatum are related to a broad spectrum
of social functions, including the evaluation of social
rewards, the modulation of reward experiences and
behavior by social relationships and interactions,
the process of learning about social others, and
following and enforcing social norms. Along with
the striatum, other brain sites including the amygdala,
ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and lateral prefrontal
cortex play roles in reward processing and social
behavior. Activity in these brain networks allows
for flexible changes in evaluations of stimuli in
the social world. Exciting directions for future
research include improving our understanding of
how social encouragement and support can promote
beneficial behavior and better understanding links
between social relationships and the brain mechanisms
regulating reward-related behavior.
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